
It is rightly said that “The power of the Web is in its universality. Access by everyone regardless of disability is an essential aspect.” (Tim Berners-Lee, W3C Director and Inventor of the World Wide in 1989, about 20 years after the first connection was established over what is today known as the internet

Punarbhava Web Portal on education, training and empowerment of persons with disabilities

Punarbhava meets World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) accessibility guidelines

Impact Assessment of Web Portal

Punarbhava: As on date there are 2567620 hits/viewership with an average of 3000-3500 hits per day. With increasing viewership and updated accessibility features, an impact study of Web Portal Punarbhava for its awareness, content, utility, and accessibility is being done.

Online Games for Children with Disabilities on the Web Portal

Punarbhava: Punarbhava, an initiative of Rehabilitation Council of India and Media lab Asia aims to identify the potential of the new generation children with disabilities by introducing a new section “Online Games for Children with Disabilities.” The games are supported by the accessibility features of the web portal like font size increase, color change that supports children with disabilities.

How to easily Access the Information from Web Portal

Punarbhava has “SEARCH OPTION “on the home page for viewers to retrieve information. This feature is “powered by Google “therefore it will provide all related document with the required searched words. For example, when searched “ ICT INITIATIVES FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES “it resulted in “760”documents in the time span of “0.17” seconds。“